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Hello,
We want to welcome you to this guide where we hope we can 
know each other better. 

If you are reading this, it probably means you will work with us 
soon so you must know that we are looking forward to doing 
great things together. Else, at least we wish you find something 
interesting on this guide.

If you are an organization looking for a partnership, you may find 
interesting that we are open to cooperate with NGO’s work on 
creativity, environmental protection, rural and urban develop-
ment, art, farming, recycling, non-formal education. The mem-
bers of Ecograf Association are artist, project manager, project 
coordinator, community developer, sociologist, psichologist 
and designer. We have wide range of knowledge about what 
we would offer the volunteers as learning opportunities.

“Many little people in little places, doing little things 
can change the world”

Eduardo Galeano

Introduction 
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About us

Ökograf Egyesület or Ecograf Association is a two-municipality 
(Pécs and Szaporca) based association. 

We are self entrepreneurs, one of the member is doing ecodesign 
clothes and jewellery under ’Licorice’ brand. We are in partnership 
with the Volunteer Centre Of Baranya County , their volunteers used 
to help us on our programmes. Ecograf Association also cooperate 
with NGO’s working with roma communities.

At Ecograf Association believe that a better world is possible if each 
of us helps a bit. Hence, our main goals are promoting the local 
products, food, a healthy lifestyle, share economy and preserve the 
natural, built, gastronomical, agricultural, social and cultural values 
and traditions. 
 
Besides, we do workshops and trainings. The workshops we have 
done are about wewing, herbal knowledge, yoga, handmade cos-
metics, creative recycling and volunteering on farms.

We also do eco groups, drama, assertive communication trainings. 
We organise clothes exchange and garage market and presenta-
tions with invited guests in the topic of sustainable social and envi-
ronment.
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Our history
Our association was founded in 2012, we were established from members of the 
ReArt informal group. The mission of Ecograf is to promote the sustainable and envi-
ronmental urban and rural lifestyle with creative recycling art, non-formal educational 
workshops, gardening.

In 2012 we created A Klub, our workplace together with SosemArt Kulturális Egyesület. 
We organized here some workshops (creating recycling, yoga, hand made cosmet-
ics) presentations, training, course  for the local people.

In November 2013 we founded Licorice, a social enterprise and next year 
Upcycologie showroom was established in Pécs for few months. Also in 2014 we 
became a partner organisation of the National Cultural Institute. Actually we have 1 
supported employee from them.

In September 2015 MONOKROM, a design showroom, came to life under the aim of 
promoting young, and local creative people as the result of our alliance with Sose-
mArt Kulturális Egyesület.
 
Finally, we are an Erasmus+ accredited organisation and belong to the National Vol-
unteering System from 2016.
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Staff
Erika Pataki

Hajnal Szolga

Orsolya Kovács

Cultural and artisan projectmanager, fundraising
Creative recycling creator
Co-founder of Licorice brand and social enterprise (2012-)
Co-founder of A KLUB – opening community-, and lifestyle space 
at Pécs (2012-)

Cultural and artisan projectmanager, fundraising
Creative recycling creator
Co-founder of Licorice brand and social enterprise (2012-)
Co-founder of A KLUB – opening community-, and lifestyle space 
at Pécs (2012-)

Cultural and artisan projectmanager, fundraising
Creative recycling creator
Founder of Cifra Ház - opening community space at Szaporca 
(2016-)

Czudar-Barkóczy Orsolya
Jankovics Gabriella

Kelecsényi Judit
Keresztes Anikó

Simovics Fanni
Styrna Kata
Vörös Judit

*Our association is partner organisation of the National Cultural Institute. In now we 
have one supported colleague.

Members of the Association
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Szaporca

Szaporca is a village in the South of Hungary between Pécs and the Croatian border. 
This village is surrounded by spaces of nature and rural life. Here you will be able to 
to feel the traditional Hungarian way of living  but being close to cities such as Pécs 
or Osijek (Croatia). 

As there are some national parks around this area, you may enjoy 
doing routes there by bike, specially in spring or summer or you may 
prefer go bird-watching. Other interesting activities you can do there 
are camping around and go on boat by the river Drava which joins 
the Danube between the Croatian and Serbian border.

The activity previous volunteers have done before have 
consisted in courses for locals or doing sport there. They 
have done guitar courses, language courses, culture of 
other countries courses or yoga courses among others.

This place can be especially good for you if you enjoy farm-
ing and fruit collection because you will have some lands 
for growing crops and you will be able to go to collect mushrooms or 
other natural products of the season. 
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Pécs

Pécs is the fifth biggest city in Hungary with a population over 150.000 inhabitants. It 
is an historical city founded by the Romans in a very especial area as it is in a valley 
surrounded by hills. Besides, there is Örfu lake nearby the city. As a result of its priv-
ileged location and history, there are many sights to see and experience in this city.

Pécs always was a multicultural city where many cultural layers are encrusted melt-
ing different values of the history of two thousand years. Hungarians, Croatians and 
Swabians still live in peace together in economic and cultural polarity. Actually, in 
1998 Pécs was given the UNESCO prize Cities for peace for maintaining the cultures 
of the minorities, and also for its tolerant and helping attitude toward refugees of the 
Balkan Wars.

In 2010, Pécs was selected to be the European Capital of Culture together with Es-

sen and Istanbul. This meant  the city 
renewed many public places, streets, 
squares and neighbourhoods. In ad-
dition new cultural centres, a concert 
hall, a new library and centre and a cul-
tural quarter were designed.

Nowadays the city hostages thousands 
of national and international students 
who study in one of the main universi-
ties in Hungary.
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The Klub

The Klub is the body of the part of the association at Pécs. It is the headquarters, 
the place where most of the activity in Pécs is done. It is a place where everybody is 
welcome, a place to work in a great environment where you can keep you vibe.

Besides, the Klub is a shared space where workshops of any kind are done as well 
as photography courses during the weekends.

Since 2012 The Klub has been located in Mária utca 9 but from September 2016 it is 
at Széchenyi Tér.

From September 2016 we have moved to Renesound in
Király utca, the main street in the city and the parallel to
Mária utca.  
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Licorice

Licorice is a recycled, creative product family, a DIY service, an en-
vironmentally-friendly, attitude changing philosophy. 

Licorice aim is create products from smaller objects (basket, plant 
holders, bags & jewellery) to interior design objects (lamps, chairs, 
hammocks) and objects with common-usage functions (unique 
street furniture, playground sculptures). 

Licorice is of public utility, socially sensitive. It is based on a “do 
it yourself philosophy” in providing conscious upbringing, lectures 
and services in changing attitudes toward the environment, all in the 
context of recycling.

At Licorice we are based on a philosophy to protect the environment. 
By rethinking and recycling industrial and household garbage, it 
creates a conscious attitude change and also practically reduces 
the amount of waste. Waste management is a complex issue which 
affects the health of our air, water and food, and thus our health. We 
can fight against climate change in small steps, by recycling a bike 
tube or plastic bottle (or at least by selecting them correctly) we stop 
the growth of our legal and illegal dumps, the pollution of our rivers 
and streets, floating garbage islands of our oceans. We help our 
environment.
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EVS
Our EVS project is named Urban Rural ECOnnection.  A project that reacts on the 
needs of the society regarding rural and urban connection and reflects on short-
age area. The project aim is community and rural development, improvement of the 
contact between urban and rural area, environmental protection, ecological aware-
ness, sustainable development, promotion of sustainable economy, development of  
healthy lifestyle, development of skills and social capital and exchange of cultural 
values.

We also look for solutions, opportunities to the questions between rural and urban 
lifestyle aspect of ecology, community, culture and heritage preservation. 
This time we are hosting six volunteers from Turkey, Spain, and Italy for 8 months, 3 
of them in Pécs and other 3 in Szaporca but groups will learn from each other during 
the EVS project.

During the EVS project volunteers work in different workshops, learn through non-for-
mal educational methods, can use these methods and help at creative recycling and 
other cultural projects. 

During the project the volunteers will hold common workshops in the topic: urban-ru-
ral sustainable lifestyle, development, opportunities and cooperation. 
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Contact

Office at Cifraház
Dózsa György utca 35., Szaporca
Email: okograf@gmail.com
Telephone: +36 20 255 3187

Szaporca

Pécs
Office at Renesound
Király utca 15, Pécs H-7621
Email: okograf@gmail.com
Telephone: +36 20 2206860

Know us better on:

https://okograf.wordpress.com

Ökograf Egyesület
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